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Introduction 

  
  
This little book was penned on request of several people with whom I have 
shared some of the principles that the Lord so graciously opened up to me and I 
give the Lord all the glory for what you are about to read. I want to suggest that 
you read and reread this book prayerfully, meditating on each paragraph and 
give it all of your attention.  Then apply it to every aspect and situation in your 
life. 
  
It has drastically changed my life and brought me into a new understanding and 
joy of Kingdom living.   
  

My prayer is that Holy Spirit will illuminate your 
mind and give you a paradigm shift to live the 
victorious life in Christ Jesus. 
  
Elsabe Briers 

  
  
This book has been provided free for those who can’t afford it in order that 
they may be blessed and grow spiritually. Please feel free to donate whatever 
amounts you can afford towards the upkeep of our ministry. 
Donations can be made via PayPal on our donation link. Visit us at 
www.agapelifeministriesinc.com. 
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Quantum Physics 
Part One 

 
by Elsabe Briers 

www.agapelifeministriesinc.com 

What is quantum physics? 
  
In spiritual terms it could be summed up by this verse: 
  
Heb 11:3  “Through faith we understand that the worlds 
were framed by the word of God, so that things which 
are seen were not made of things which do appear.”  
  
It is necessary that we understand the three levels, or domains, of existence: 
  
1. The Physical Domain 
  
Simply speaking this is our world perceived by our five senses in the physical realm.  It is 
the visible realm of the material world, bound by the laws of physics.  Everything in this 
realm is determined by cause and effect.  
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 2. The Quantum Domain 
  
Here everything consists of information and energy.  The degree of attention that is 
given to information determines its effect. 
  
Einstein’s formula is:  E=MC2 (Energy equals Mass (matter, or substance) x the speed 
of light  squared. 
  
God’s Word is creative energy and His Word is light and He spoke the world into 
existence. 
  

At creation energy was moving at the speed of 
light as God spoke and energy became stuff 

(matter) 
  
When something materializes in this earthly realm is becomes substance by the speed 
of light through the spoken Word of God, carried by the angels, who are light-beings.   
  
This implies that we have to position ourselves to hear the Word of the Lord by 
revelation (rhema) into our spirit in order to speak it forth to bring about the 
manifestation thereof. 
  
The faith-spoken Rhema Word, energized by the Holy Spirit brings manifestation by the 
speed of light at God’s appointed time. The Rhema Word has creative power and brings 
manifestation when I make a decree by FAITH. In other words I command things to 
materialize by calling it forth out of the unseen (quantum domain) by FAITH because I 
have the Word of the Lord on it (Rom 4:17b).  The Rhema Word that I declare by faith 
into the atmosphere has the creative power of the Holy Spirit and becomes substance: 
Heb. 11: 1:  “NOW FAITH” (is God’s faith with the authority of “KNOWING IN MY 
SPIRIT” and “being fully persuaded”) IS THE SUBSTANCE OF THE THINGS HOPED 
FOR, THE EVIDENCE OF THE THINGS NOT SEEN)  and therefore will be evidenced 
(materialized) as I call it (the things not seen) forth by faith just as though it were here 
already! (Rom. 4:17) 
  
Fear gives power to the devil to substantiate the things I do not want. 
Faith activates the Holy Spirit and God moves to substantiate the things He wants. 
 
The difference between the physical domain and the quantum domain is that they are 
just perceived differently by us. Our logical mind creates the illusion of a solid world, but 
everything is in fact in a state of movement as it interacts with everything else in this 
floating world of quantum reality.    
  
The eternal will invade the temporal realm when our faith connects with God’s Word 
released through prophetic declaration. 
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3. The Spiritual Domain 
  
The spiritual domain contains both light and darkness.  The information that I give 
attention to take up a place in my heart and thoughts begin to grow around it, developing 
into a belief structure.  Emotions attach itself to it and strengthen the point or argument 
until it spills over in a spoken opinion.  What started as an idea, suggestion, impression 
becomes a belief. The belief system which I consciously and sub-consciously bear in the 
thought-patterns of my heart, will determine what manifests.  It is an unlimited field of 
infinite possibility and potential, both positive and negative. 
  

Pro 23:7  “For as he thinketh in his heart, so is he…” 

What reigns deep inside of you? Is it Light or darkness, good or bad, positive or 
negative? Faith or doubt and unbelief?  What is your state of consciousness regarding 
the matter you are believing for? 
  
Do you contemplate only the Word of God by faith, or do you give any place to the 
negative thoughts that the enemy gives you?  
  
One could even proclaim the Word, but still consider the negative thing to happen, in 
other words fear or dread that something could go wrong, opposite to what you confess, 
(and you might not even recognize it).  When you find yourself double-minded or 
confused, simply turn your attention to the Word and ask the Lord to give you the Spirit 
of revelation, and to open the eyes of your understanding to see what is your inheritance 
together with the saints in the light (Eph. 1: 17-23). 
  
Take note of your sub-modalities, you strategies, what your beliefs are, what your values 
are.   Ask the Lord to show you the real state of your belief system regarding every 
aspect of your existence and you will be surprised and shocked when He reveals it to 
you.  If He shows you anything in you that does not agree with His Word, repent, part 
with double-mindedness and allow the Holy Spirit to strip you to the point of simple 
childlike faith in the Word and total dependence on the Lord. 
 
 If you submit to the Word of God, the Holy Spirit’s energy reigns in you, your spirit is 
bubbling with His energy and He is only waiting for you to speak forth the creative 
Rhema Word in prophetic declaration to bring it to manifestation.  Even the angels are 
waiting for you to declare the Rhema Word by faith, so that they can act on it. 

Every bit of information that comes to you originates from the spirit realm, which is the 
infinite source of possibility and potential – either from the realm of light or the realm of 
darkness. 
You determine by the submission and agreement of your will, through your choices, 
which present thought is going to reign in you.  You are what you think and manifest 
what you think. (Prov. 23:7) 
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THE POWER OF ATTENTION 
  
Everything starts with an idea, which is a thought. That's why it is crucial to pay attention 
to your thoughts and discern their origin. 
  
Attention is one of the most important abilities you possess.  
  
The word attention comes from the Latin attendere, which means, "to turn one's mind 
towards" – to turn one's mind or perhaps one's senses; the act or state of applying the 
mind to an object of sense or thought. 
  
I can choose what I give attention to and also to what degree I give attention to 
information that is coming to me.  I have to deliberate by my will to focus on what God 
wants for my life and therefore it is crucial that my mind gets saturated with the Word of 
God so that all information that comes to me can be measured by the plumb-line of the 
Word. 
  
When I give my full attention to a thought or of one of several simultaneously possible 
objects, it takes possession of my mind and I get focused. 
This also implies that I will withdraw my attention from some things in order to deal 
effectively with what I focus on. 
Our very perception of reality is tied to where we focus our attention. 
  
What we look at may not be what we attend to. It is possible to look at something or 
hear something without “taking it in”. 
Overt attention is the act of directing our physical eyes or ears to an outward stimulus. 
Covert attention is directed to the world within. 
  
Learn to deliberately choose where you want to place your attention.  If you learn to set 
personal goals according to what God has revealed to you and deliberately direct your 
attention to its fulfillment, you will see its fulfillment. 

How you see changes things 
  
At the atomic level, we see that every particle is also a wave. This is called partial wave 
duality.  It is also know as Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle. It turns out that just at the 
exact moment that something is observed (or given attention), this wave-particle is in 
a state of pure potential.   
  
In quantum physics DUALITY OF LIGHT is shown in double slit experiments: a beam of 
light is moved across a table – going through 2 slits and hits a detector.   If you observe 
it as a particle, it stays a particle.  
If you CHANGE YOUR ATTITUDE or OBSERVATION and look at it as a wave, it 
CHANGES ACCORDING TO WHAT YOU SEE INTO A WAVE. 
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God gives you the ability to use your will to see or not see, to say or not say.  You 
see it as a particle, and it becomes a particle.  You see it as a wave, and you cause 
it to be a wave. 
  
 You can see what God sees because you have His light. 

  
If you “see” by revelation what God is saying, you can 
speak what you see into a negative situation and cause 
a shift in the atmosphere to open up heavenly portals, 

bringing God’s will as it is in heaven, into the earth 
realm! 

  
Psa 36:9 “ For with thee is the fountain of life: in thy light shall we see 
light.”  
  
  
Thoughts come to us all the time.  We have to discern whether it is from God or from the realm of 
darkness.   
  

What you give attention to, you empower! 
If a negative thought comes to you and you resist it, its potential collapses into a 
powerless particle, but if the Rhema Word comes into your spirit and you not only 
observe it, but agree with it by declaring it, it becomes a powerful creative 
wave.   If you do not take it in, it looses force and power. (The Word will 
profit you nothing if not received by faith – Heb. 4:2). 

Every moment information is coming to you from the spirit realm.  What you give 
attention to, you energize.  If you are not conscious of something, it still exists, but only 
as undefined potential or raw energy.  The moment you turn your attention to something 
and begin to focus on it, you give it power to come into manifestation.  

ATTENTION GIVES POWER TO INFORMATION. 
  
Your thoughts are nothing more than frequencies or vibrations that resonate with similar 
vibrations already existing. The principle of resonance shows us that strings that are not 
touched can pick up the vibration of sound from another string.  Are your thoughts in 
agreement with God, or in agreement with negativity, which is the realm of darkness, 
fear, doubt, unbelief, confusion, anger, bitterness, etc.?  
  

• It is therefore of utmost importance to focus my mind on things 
above – not on the earth, keeping my soul (mind, will and emotions) 
in total harmony with the Word of God. 

  
Col 3:1  “If ye then be risen with Christ, seek those things which are above, where 
Christ sitteth on the right hand of God.  Set your affection on things above, not on 
things on the earth.”  
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Rom 8:6 “ For to be carnally minded is death; but to be spiritually minded is life and 
peace.” 

  
• Keep your heart pure through repentance so that your conscience 

does not condemn you and is totally uncluttered.  
• Do not entertain any negative thought, but think on THESE THINGS:  
Php 4:8 “ Finally, brethren, whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things are 
honest, whatsoever things are just, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever 
things are lovely, whatsoever things are of good report; if there be any virtue, 
and if there be any praise, think on these things.”  

   
TRAINING YOUR MIND TO FOCUS 
  
Training your mind not to exhaust itself with reasoning will sharpen your focus and free up your 
attention considerably. Be aware of how you use your attention. Learn to deliberately choose 
to focus your attention only on the Lord and the truth of God’s Word. 
  
Cut the cords to the heavy weights of negative experiences that are holding you bound to your 
past.  
  

Heb 12:1  “Wherefore seeing we also are compassed about with so great a cloud of 
witnesses, let us lay aside every weight, and the sin which doth so easily beset us, and 
let us run with patience the race that is set before us, Looking unto Jesus the author 
and finisher of our faith……” 

  
  
Live a life-style of forgiveness and repentance and ask the Lord to cleanse your conscience of all 
dead works of the past to serve the living God and fulfill His purposes. 
  

Heb 9:14  “How much more shall the blood of Christ, who through the eternal Spirit 
offered himself without spot to God, purge your conscience from dead works to serve 
the living God?  

  
What is it that might be holding you back from manifesting your desires? 
What is it that might be blinding you from seeing things as God sees them, as opposed to how 
you perceive them to be?  Simply ask the Lord, “Father, show me, in Jesus’ Name”.  

  
GET RID OF THE DEBRIS OF THE PAST IN ORDER TO POSITION YOURSELF TO 
RECEIVE! 

  
You frame your own life by the thoughts you think and the words you 
speak.   It is your choice. 
  

Pro 18:21 “ Death and life are in the power of the tongue: and they that love it shall eat 
the fruit thereof.”  
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PRAYER: Lord, that fusion come between the eternal and the temporal.  Let me 
be so immersed in you that I live in timelessness in “eternity now” mode, in an 
ever-present kairos where Your PRESENT WORD in my mouth frames my life 
from moment to moment  – in the right place at the right time for your glory. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Quantum Physics 
Part Two 

 
by Elsabe Briers 

www.agapelifeministriesinc.com 
  
  

“After this manner therefore pray ye: Our Father which art in 
heaven, Hallowed be thy name. Thy kingdom come. 

Thy will be done in earth, as it is in heaven.” 
Matthew 6:9-10 

 
By RECEIVING the knowledge of God’s will for our situations and 

our future from heaven, 
we receive VISION 

to co-operate creatively with Him in agreement 
by SPEAKING FORTH HIS WILL into the earth 

through PROPHETIC DECLARATION 
and then REJOICE IN FAITH 

until it MANIFESTS 
for HIS GLORY 

to ESTABLISH HIS KINGDOM ON EARTH 
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THE IMPORTANCE OF A LISTENING EAR 
 

Isaiah 55:3 “Incline your ear, and come unto me: hear, and your soul 
shall live” 
 

1. Listening while reading the Word 
 

We not only “hear” the logos Word, but while we are drinking from the 
Spirit of God, the Rhema Word comes forth, which is the Sword of the Sprit.  It is 
the Word from our Father’s heart, quickened to our spirit by the Spirit of 
revelation.  This is the key of the Kingdom which binds up the forces of hell and 
open up a flow from heaven. 

 
2. Listening while we worship 
 
When we worship the Lord in spirit and in truth, with a heart fully 

surrendered to Him, our logical left side of the brain is shut up and we receive 
information, impressions, Words, etc from the realm of the Spirit into our spirit.   

 

3. Listening while praying 
 
When we pray into the Spirit, we pray with a listening ear and our spirit is 

directed by the Spirit of God to pray His will and Word into a situation.   
 

4. Listening while praying in tongues 
 

When we pray in tongues, focusing on the Lord, tuned to the Spirit, He 
oftentimes gives us that rhema revelation to pray and declare into a situation. 

 
5. Listening to the voice of the Prophets 

 
We need to heed the Word of the Prophets, because the same sound is 

released by the Spirit of Prophecy for the body of Christ and is resounding all 
over the world. 

 
When you hear the living Word, spoken by the Prophets, and you come in 

agreement with it, by receiving it into our spirit, you can see what He sees 
because it has become reality in your spirit man and now you have a viewpoint 
from eternity to speak forth over your destiny, your family, your church, your 

When we worship in spirit and in truth, we hook 
up with the Spirit and receive the energy of God’s 

creative Rhema Word in our spirit 
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region and over the nations!   God has given authority and dominion back to us 
through the resurrection power of the Holy Spirit.  Use it and wield His sword by 
the power of your voice! 
 

When God has spoken, the substance of that Word is in the spirit realm.   
You have to: 

 
a.   Agree with His Word in your spirit by receiving the 

seed in your heart by faith 
 

James 1:21b-22 “…… receive with meekness the engrafted word, which 
is able to save your souls.  But be ye doers of the word, and not 
hearers only, deceiving your own selves.” 
 

b. Meditate on the Word day and night and envision 
the Word in picture-form 

 
Psalm 1:2 “But his delight is in the law of the LORD; and in his law 
doth  he meditate day and night.”  
 

 
Meditation writes the Word of God into your heart and carries its truth into 

you spirit being. In the Hebrew the word “meditate” means to mutter, murmur, 
imagine.  This is called “self-talk”; those things I speak to myself, like thinking 
aloud. 
 

Now let us look at the word “imagine”.  It brings up a picture by the right 
hemisphere of your brain and it is also called envisioning.In the book of 
Habakuk, God says to the prophet, 
 
“Write the vision, and make it plain upon tables, that he may run 
that readeth it. For the vision is yet for an appointed time, but at the 
end it shall speak, and not lie: though it tarry, wait for it; because it 
will surely come, it will not tarry.”  (Habakuk 2:3  - KJV) 

 
Choose to see the picture you believe for and start dreaming about it.  Cancel 

out the old negative “picture” you carry in your consciousness and cast out all the 
fears that accompany it. This applies to any situation in your life.  See yourself 
enjoying the end-result, as though it has already manifested; in the meantime 
wait for the manifestation in full assurance of faith and rejoice in it. 

 

The degree of attention you give to what God says, 
will determine the outcome of it! 
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You could get an actual picture of what you believe for and put it in a conspicuous 
place, so that it be imprinted in your spirit. (“make it plain on tablets”).  
 
“Write the vision, and make it plain upon tables, that he may run 
that readeth it.” KEEP IT BEFORE YOUR EYES AND REFUSE TO 
LOOK AT ANY OLD NEGATIVE “MIND” PICTURE. 
 
Psalm 1:3 “And he shall be like a tree planted by the rivers of water, 
that bringeth forth his fruit in his season; his leaf also shall not 
wither; and whatsoever he doeth shall prosper.”  

 
THE HOLY SPIRIT shall enlarge it in you, and cause it to bud and blossom. 

  
Isaiah 55:10 “For as the rain cometh down, and the snow from heaven, 
and returneth not thither, but watereth the earth, and maketh it 
bring forth and bud, that it may give seed to the sower, and bread to 
the eater” 
 
Isaiah 55:11  “So shall my word be that goeth forth out of my mouth: it 
shall not return unto me void, but it shall accomplish that which I 
please, and it shall prosper in the thing whereto I sent it.” 
 

c. Repeat God’s Promises in a daily discipline – Faith comes 
by hearing, hearing comes by the Word of God – until you get it in your 
spirit and in your sub-consciousness. 

 
Hebrews 11:1-2 “Now faith is the substance of things hoped for, the 
evidence of things not seen. For by it the elders obtained a good 
report.” 
 

d. Calling those things that nor not (seen) just as 
though they were.  (Romans 4: 17) 

 
Hebrew 11:3 “Through faith we understand that the worlds were 
framed by the word of God, so that things which are seen were not 
made of things which do appear.” 

 
TO KEEP THE SUBSTANTIATION IN A FLOW AND ALIVE, I HAVE TO 

KEEP ON SPEAKING LIFE INTO IT. 

How you see changes things! 
Observe the highest potential of God’s 
Word and cause momentum by creative 

speech to bring it into manifestation 
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e. Doubt and unbelief will cause you to lose your 

vision. 
 

Hebrew 4:2  “For unto us was the gospel preached, as well as unto 
them: but the word preached did not profit them, not being mixed 
with faith in them that heard it.” 
 

Recognize doubts and fears that arise and attempt to steal your vision and 
the manifestation thereof.  Bring it into the light and rebuke those negative 
thoughts and feelings.   Do not allow it to take root in your heart. 
 
James 4:7  “Submit yourselves therefore to God. Resist the devil, and 
he will flee from you.” 
 

f. Let us hold fast our Profession:  
(Do not speak what you don’t want), because Jesus intercedes with His Words of 
faith, spoken by us. 
 
Hebrew 4:14  “Seeing then that we have a great high priest, that is 
passed into the heavens, Jesus the Son of God, let us hold fast our 
profession.” 
 

g. Angels are loosed to act on the Word we speak. 
 
The Angels are sent forth TO ACT when we speak forth that Word.  They 

are light-beings, moving at the speed of light to bring the Word into 
manifestation. 

 
Psalms 103:20-21  “Bless the LORD, ye his angels, that excel in strength, 
that do his commandments, hearkening unto the voice of his word.  
Bless ye the LORD, all ye his hosts; ye ministers of his, that do his 
pleasure.” 
 
Heaven is invading earth (Let Your will be done on earth as it is in heaven).  
Angels are hearkening unto the voice of His word and as we speak it forth, they 
are enforcing the Word, co-partnering with us.  Now the supernatural is breaking 
into this realm in miracles, signs and wonders. 
 

h. Contend with  His “rhema” Word at the throne of 
grace.  

 
Hebrew 4:16 “Let us therefore come boldly unto the throne of grace, 
that we may obtain mercy, and find grace to help in time of need.” 
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i. I believe that as I think, I am. 
 

Proverb 23:7 “ For as he thinketh in his heart, so is he..” 

 
 

We have to break with the old and allow the glory of His Presence and His 
rhema Word to change us into His character. 

 
j.   I attract that which I think. 

 
Therefore learn to not ponder on the negative and release every fear and 

worry, doubt and unbelief to the Lord. 
 
Job 3:25 “For the thing which I greatly feared is come upon me, and 
that which I was afraid of is come unto me.” 

 
THINK, MEDITATE, DREAM AND ENVISION, VERBALIZE AND 

EXPECT THE WORD OF GOD BY FAITH! 
 

Shout the shout of faith when He prompts you to do so! 
 

By-passing the logical mind and see only what you believe by the eye of 
faith, meditate on it, let it come forth out of your mouth constantly in whichever 
way the Holy Spirit works through you, expect it and you will see it manifested. 
 

Release the sound of your faith in praise, worship, prayer, confession, 
thankfulness, proclamation, declaration, prophecy, clapping, shouting, singing 
unto the Lord! 
 

k. Sub-conscious thinking 
 
WHAT ARE YOU BEARING IN YOUR SUB-CONSCIOUSNESS 

concerning your relevant situation?  Notice your sub-modalities, your 
strategies, what your beliefs are and what your values are. 
 

What MANIFESTS MIRACLES is SUBCONCIOUS BELIEVING... 
or BEING FULLY PERSUADED IN MY SUBCONSCIOUS MIND that what I 
believe will come to pass. 
 

THE MEASURE OF GOD’S WILL THAT WE WILL WALK IN IS 
DETERMINED BY WHAT WE CARRY IN OUR THOUGHTS AND 

CONSCIOUSNESS.  THAT IS WHAT WE HAVE BECOME, FOR “AS A MAN 
THINKETH IN HIS HEART, SO IS HE”. 
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This is the area where I say, “I feel in my heart….!”  Either I can be in the state 
of being “fully persuaded”, or experiencing the staggering feeling of doubt and 
unbelief. 
 

Romans 4:20-22  “He staggered not at the promise of God through  
unbelief; but was strong in faith, giving glory to God;  And being 
fully persuaded that, what he had promised, he was able also to 
perform.  And therefore it was imputed to him for righteousness.”  
 

 
You may say something with you intellect, even make a faith confession 

intellectually, but bear something else in your heart. That is double-mindedness.  
Root it out and get fully persuaded in your heart that God’s Word will come to 
pass. Come into full agreement with God’s Word, His prophecies and His 
promises for you life. 
 

Again, humbly ask the Lord to show you any blockage like fear, doubt, past 
disappointment, unbelief that might hinder you from having your promises 
manifested. 
 

LEAVE YOUR PAST BEHIND AND ENTER IN INTO YOUR PROMISES 
LAND WHERE ALL THINGS ARE POSSIBLE WITH GOD! 
 
 

 
 

That which I carry in my heart in sub-conscious “believing” will cause 
miracles to manifest and leave the logical minds speechless with wonder ….!  
 

Yes! you need to release yourself from your past...The weight you are 
carrying, is your past. 
 

So we need to cut the cords to the heavy weights of worry, anxiety, guilt 
and condemnation that will hold you down and impair your vision.  What has 
been manifesting in your life is the result of past impressions on your sub-

EXAMINE YOUR HEART TO SEE WHETHER YOU ARE TRULY IN 
FAITH-AGREEMENT WITH GOD’S WORD AND PROMISES 

 
When I am FULLY PERSUADED IN MY SUBCONSCIOUS 

MIND that I will RECEIVE what I BELIEVE for, MIRACLES 
WILL MANIFEST! 
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conscious mind.  You need to release your past with all the negative experiences 
and impressions and hurts by forgiving the people involved in hurting you, as 
well as repenting for your own involvement in it. 
 

Now quiet your mind by shedding the judgments of the logical mind and 
so prepare your heart to receive the seed of God’s Word to manifest your 
promises. 

 
l.  Prophetic Declarations 

 
MAKE PROPHETIC DECLARATIONS OUT OF YOUR SPIRIT IN 

ABSOLUTE FAITH IN GOD’S WORD ON A CONTINUOUS BASIS AND 
YOUR CONSCIOUS MIND ANS WELL AS YOUR SUB-CONSCIOUS 
MIND WILL BE ALIGNED WITH THE WORD OF GOD IN FAITH AND 
WILL SUBSTANTIATE WHAT YOU CALL FORTH! 

 

 
 

There are basically only three methods to be renewed in the 
spirit of your mind (Romans 12: 2) 
 

First root out the old negative patterns of thinking and 
speaking;  then let  the Word of God be planted in your heart by 
RECEIVING IT BY FAITH, SPEAKING IT AND VISUALIZING IT 
through: 
 
1. Repetition:  Be diligent in your continuous prophetic declarations by faith! 
2. Intensity:  Stay at it; do not slack off! 
3. Using both sides of the brain simultaneously:   

• LEFT SIDE:  LOGIC OF FACTS 
• RIGHT SIDE: MEDITATE, IMAGINE, DREAM, VISUALIZE and keep 

the picture before your eye.  Let the Holy Spirit write God’s vision for 
you on the tablets of your heart.  

 

FILL YOUR CONSCIOUSNESS WITH WHAT GOD SAID AND 
THEN DECLARE IT BY FAITH! 

Einstein’s formula:  E=MC2 = energy was moving at 
the speed of light as God spoke and energy became 
stuff (matter) 

VISUALIZE THE WORD IN PICTURE FORM 
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When the Holy Spirit speaks a Rhema Word to you, maybe while you 

worship or meditate on the Word, you can declare it and prophesy it and it will be 
established. 
 

When you do not have a Rhema Word, you can start praising the Lord with 
His Logos Word and do intercession at the throne of Grace. 
 

m.  3 Hidden forces to make you prosper 

There are 3 Hidden Forces in you – Bring them in peace and alignment 
under authority of God’s Word in order to prosper.  
 
 3 John 1:2  “Beloved, I wish above all things that thou mayest prosper 

and be in health, even as thy soul prospereth” 
 
Bring your soul under authority of Holy Spirit: 

1. Will: submit your will to God and to the Word (James 4:7)  
 

2. Thoughts: think on things above  ( 2 Timothy 1:7  “For God hath 
not given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of love, and 
of a sound MIND.”) 

 
3. Emotions:  align with God’s heart (Colosians 3:2  “Set your affection 

on things above, not on things on the earth.”) 
 

3 John 1:3 “For I rejoiced greatly, when the brethren came and 
testified of the truth that is in thee, even as thou walkest in the 
truth.” 
 

Walking in the conscious truth of the Word, not in the consciousness of 
the negative facts concerning your situation. 

 
     n.  4 Habits to adopt  

There are 4 Habits you must adopt to change your life, starting now: 

1. Walk by faith and not by sight (2 Cor. 5: 7) 

Believe that you receive when you pray 

Mark 11:24 “Therefore I say unto you, what things soever ye desire, 
when ye pray, believe that ye receive them, and ye shall have them.” 
 

Now control your SELF-TALK and speak to yourself only what you believe 
to receive. 
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2. keep your mind focused on Jesus (Is. 26:3)  
3. envision what you want, not what you don’t want Heb. 12: 2)  See 

yourself already in the situation that you believe for.  Do not say to 
yourself, “I am going to be having my promise on day”, but 

4. declare it prophetically and thank God already for having 
received your promise, rejoicing in His goodness and grace by FAITH! 

0.  5 Blockages in the way of your miracles 

     5 Major blocks to manifestations of your promises: 

1. Doubt  
2. Unbelief 
3. Fear 
4. Slothfulness  (lack of discipline) 
5. Negative speaking 

Choose to root them out of your soul for good by the living Sword, the   
Word of God! 

This needs to be applied to all aspects of Your Life: relationship with God, 
relationships in family and with friends, health, wealth, happiness, destiny…you 
name it!  

Be renewed in the spirit of your mind by re-programming yourself for victory 
by the WORD OF GOD. 

Romans 12:2  “And be not conformed to this world: but be ye 
transformed by the renewing of your mind, that ye may prove what 
is that good, and acceptable, and perfect, will of God.” 
 

p. The Master Key to the Manifestation of your     
     promises 

 

 
The Key to your Break through into the manifestation of your Promise is to 

REJOICE in the Breaker who is going before you to make all the crooked places 
straight!     Joy is a power boost to your faith and when you truly start rejoicing in 
the goodness of God and in His power and might, everything will become 
possible for you.  Thanking God already for the manifestation of your promise 

REJOICING is the Master key to Manifestation of your 
Promises 
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brings you in a state of EXPECTATION and ACCELLERATION of the 
manifestation. 

 
q.  Wait with Patience and Perseverance  

 
 This is the place where many lose their promises, because they become 
weary in the waiting.   
 
Habakuk 2:3 “For the vision is yet for an appointed time, but at the end 
it shall speak, and not lie: though it tarry, wait for it; because it will  
surely come, it will not tarry.” 
 

There is a kairos (appointed) time for every vision, promises or miracle to  
manifest.  Wait for it in patience, worshiping God that He is the Author of it and  
stay in a mode of expectancy until the “suddenly”……….! 
 

MAY GOD GIVE YOU THE GRACE TO 
SEE ALL HIS PROMISES FOR YOUR LIFE  
COME IN FULFILLMENT! 


